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SAFETY & FIRST AID INFORMATION

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Keep out of the reach of children; do not
expose to heat or intense direct sunlight;

store in a cool, dry location.
Do not ingest the tablets.

Envirotab™ tablets react with even the smallest amount of water or moisture. The foil pouches must not be opened 
until ready for use. The tablet should not be handled with unprotected skin and must be added to the water, 
NOT the water to the tablet. Eyes should be protected and the fumes emanated during the generation process, or by 
the solution itself, should not be inhaled.
If solution or powder is on skin: rinse quickly and copiously with water. Consult a physician if any irritation or rash 
develops. 
If in eyes: rinse quickly and copiously with water and consult a physician immediately. 
If ingested: drink copious amounts of water and consult a physician immediately.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Mixing: The tablet should not be handled with unprotected skin and must be added to the water, NOT the water to the 
dry tablet. Add the tablet to the water and allow 3 to 4 minutes to dissolve. Swirl gently to homogenize the solution.

MOLD & MILDEW STAIN & ODOR ELIMINATOR
Mix and apply to any hard (siding, decking, patio furniture) or semi-porous 
(sheetrock, concrete, cedar fencing) surface with visible signs of mold/mildew. Add 
1oz of Soil Break for increased detergency & vertical surface cling.

CLEANING BADLY STAINED TOILET BOWLS
Fill bowl to maximum volume without flushing. Drop in toilet bowl.

REDUCTION IN MICROBIAL BIO-BURDEN
Use without Soil Break for rinse-free disinfection of any hard surface. 

Developed and Distributed by Synergy Americas, Inc. 
To find or become a distributor contact info@synergy-americas.com

or visit synergy-americas.com.
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The Envirotab™ tablet is one of the most versatile products ever created. By simply dissolving it in water, 
Envirotab™ can generate a powerful decontamination cleaner, a mold/mildew remover, and a deodorizer that 
actually deodorizes, all in one!

Using Envirotab™ is simple. However, it is very important that it is mixed at just the right strength for the job, so pay 
careful attention to the mixing and use instructions on the opposite side of this container. As always, fully familiarize 
yourself with the Safety Data Sheet (downloadable at synergy-americas.com) and use the specified Personal 
Protective Equipment before using any chemical.  

When mixed with water, Envirotab™ generates a powerful gaseous molecule called Chlorine Dioxide.  Although it 
has been proven time and again to be the product of choice for cleaning and purifying air, water and surfaces, 
Envirotab™ tablets focus on Chlorine Dioxide’s ability to clean.
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A power�l and convenient produ� for genera�ng ready-to-Use Chlorine Dioxide
on loca�on at any jobsite.


